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Note: This is a long article and you can read the first part and the conclusion and get a pretty good idea of what it
discloses. My personal thanks to the Top Directors of VT for allowing this kind of article, even though they cannot be
assumed to agree with its claims.

______________

There’s a buzz in the air and it ends up residing inside your head. How often lately have you noticed a
ringing in your ears that just won’t seem to go away?

In a recent Veterans Today article, Gordon Duff disclosed:

“Our discussion of field generated ‘mind control’ is going to be short. Suffice it to say that a highly respected
defense electronics firm, not from the US, secretly has demonstrated the ability to “broadcast” feelings, ideas and
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images directly into the minds of a sector of the population over a wide geographical area. Let me stop right here.”

This disclosure of course supports what I have claimed since the mid-1990’s when I was briefed on such
technologies. Here is a copy of the briefing report I received  which I shared with numerous website hosts the last
several years when it became less dangerous to do so, but only one had the courage to publish it.

This Comm 12 Briefing Report is an important document, because it
discloses the secret war between the USAF and the USN and various
mind-kontrol technologies being used against the American masses.

This briefing document was provided to Comm 12 trainees to inform them and to
warn them about mind-kontrol technologies they could run into in their work.
Comm 12 personnel were psyops experts who were trained in the latest psyops
and counter-psychotronic technologies.

Aquatech was USAF. Comm 12 was USN. The choice for the USAF was
allegedly based on the name of a proprietary used for cover, where as the USN
used a straightforward name to designate a Committee of Twelve. There is much
more to this story, but the rest cannot be addressed at this time, for various
unmentionable reasons you can perhaps guess.

Those who want to know more can research Walter Bowart’s work on
advanced psychotronic mind-kontrol and Psi-Tech Corporation (the old
one).

Walter is now deceased but was the first to really open the door to all these
secret USAF mind-kontrol weapons and their illegal and massive deployment against the American People. He had
married into a prominent family and had some insider privileges for a while and learned some astounding things
which greatly alarmed him. When he became divorced from this family he proceeded to research these issues and
wrote about his findings. I had some several interesting conversations with him about his research and his book.

The sad thing is that despite Bowart’s publishing of and publicly speaking out about his discoveries, few other
people showed interest in such matters and blew him off as a conspiracy theorist. Walter was anything but that.

His research was rock solid in every way and based on first hand observations and information given him by those
testing such devices who were actually quite open about it and wanted to sell such devices to the corporate market
at a higher level, which is being done now.

At the time, it was my belief that Comm 12 was part of a coordinated USN (Greybeard) action to re-institute
the US Constitution and to block the excesses of the USAF which had gone renegade under the direction of
the BCC.

It is important to understand why GHWB (aka Scherf) moved to Texas near the USAF secret operations and E-
Systems, which were right next door at Fort Worth. The USAF generals and Colonels often worked at both and
double-dipped.
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While stationed to work inside E-Systems, these men were
responsible for the manufacturing, testing and applying of
numerous back-engineered Alien ET mind-kontrol and
weapons technologies.

E-Systems at that time was also involved with designing and
deployed an advanced system for the remote control takeover
of most passenger jet auto-pilots through special circuits that
were to be included in manufacture.

This is where the narrative on E-Systems and the USAF must
end on this part of the story because the rest has been deeply
compartmented in special access and unacknowledged
programs using privately raised black budget funds, with no
accounting involved.

You can come to your own conclusion, but it’s a pretty
good guess that what you can read in this 1992 briefing
document has been far surpassed in the 24 years since.

We cannot know the whole story in all its details about the psychotronic entrainment and control of the American
mass-mind because the specific devices now employed and how and where they are deployed is a closely guarded
secret, punishable by immediate execution for those that disclose such facts.

Actually these sanctions of “termination with extreme prejudice” are not even necessary because few would believe
the truth anyway and are far too preoccupied with their own lives to do anything anyhow. What I have found over the
last 30 years is that few Americans give a damn about these matters because they just do not see any connection to
their current busy and over-scheduled lives.

The Roswell crashes set off a complete cover-up and national security lock-down.

Many VT readers already know that after the Roswell UFO crashes (yes plural), the USG went into full panic and
locked down various new controls to keep this information from the American public. Numerous leakers were buried
in the desert including one nurse. Everyone’s phone was being tapped in the Roswell area as well as all high
military and Intel involved.

It also resulted in the passage of the National Security Act  authorizing the creation of the Central Intelligence
Agency. But Roswell also resulted in several secret meetings and secret treaties between a US President and Alien
ETs. These treaties provided for the abduction of humans as long as their memories were wiped and a list was given
to the Secret Shadow Government (SSG).

These treaties also provided for the exchange of human and animal blood and genetics for alien ET technologies
including transistors, integrated circuit boards, fiber optics, LED screens, anti-gravity, lasers, masers, and particle
beam weapons and some advanced psychotronic entrainment devices and special wave weapons which could stop
one’s heart from up to 100 feet away (Venus guns). Note: Some believe Breitbart was murdered by use of a Venus
gun.

Here is what can be known for certain right now and deployed psychotronics as weapons against the
American Masses.

In many Americans this sophisticated mind-kontrol technology is being used to suppress thoughts and ideas, insert
new thoughts, and change moods, all being done by psychotronic entrainment, a remote-control electronic process.
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Mind control isn’t just science fiction. Researchers have designed a brain
implant that can control the actions of mice with the press of a button.

Scientists used soft materials to create a brain implant a tenth the width
of a human hair that can wirelessly control neurons with lights and drugs.

(Photo : Jeong lab, University of Colorado Boulder)

Georgia Guidestones which contain the blueprint for the Globalists’ NWO
and their plan for 90% depopulation of Planet Earth and their own New

Ten Commandments.

And this is all being elicited remotely by the deployment of sophisticated, high powered psychotronics. Most typically
hear a faint buzz or high pitched hum inside their heads,
many feel it is in their inner ear. Actually this sound is
being directly entrained into the brain remotely by
advanced ground and space-based psychotronic
weapons systems based on alien ET mind-kontrol
technology.

And what is the purpose of this electronic war being
waged against We The People?

Its purpose is to create a strong barrier between the
American People and the truth so they will continue
to be bamboozled, robbed, cheated and mass-
murdered by their so-called elected leaders who
only serve rich and powerful special interests once
they get in office.

This secret war being waged against the American
Masses is an electronic war against our
consciousness and our free will and self-
determination.

And sadly, so far it has been quite successful with most
Americans significantly entrained to think, feel and believe what the Ruling Establishment wills us to. Meanwhile
American jobs continue to be exported and the American economy is eventually faced with complete collapse.

A major pre-arranged massive depopulation was
promised and was given public notice in the Georgia
Guidestones, along with one Alien ET website identified
by the head of a praying mantis. All these major societal
stressors will likely quickly accelerate the “waking up” of
the American Masses which has been quite slow so far.

Despite all the handwriting on the wall since the Ruling
Establishments assassination of JFK which was a major
coup d’etat, Americans have been slow to wake up. The
reason for his has been all the various types of mind-
kontrol deployed by the Ruling Establishment which
include:

1. Educational and cultural mind-kontrol which includes
diversity training and political correctness which are
actually neo-Bolshevik cultural programming designed to
destroy America’s borders, language and Culture (credit
must be given to talk show host Michael Savage for this
brilliant observation). All these enculteration methodologies are combined with Television and movies and 60 cycle
based blink rates and induced subliminal hypnotic states.

2. Mind-kontrol through the Controlled Major Mass Media (CMMM) Network News which is technically an illegal
News Cartel Monopoly controlled by six major media moguls who report to one large investment house considered
to be on the “vanguard” of such enterprises. When you have the National News “talking Heads” parroting the same
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lies for the last 50 years a completely false reality is created in the American Group Mind. If you express beliefs that
do not agree, you are immediately labeled a “Conspiracy Theorist” and/or a “Conspiracy Nut”. Humans are social
creatures and desire to conform and be approved by others. When the current social reality is false, truth-tellers are
rejected and looked on as crackpots. As in #1 above subliminals, induced hypnotic and suggestive states
associated with sound frequencies and 60 cycle based blink rates are deployed to set these messages at a deep
subconscious level.

3. Mind-kontrol through entrainment provided by popular music and especially urban rap. Ranges from mild and
subtle to extreme in some types.

4. Mind-kontrol through fluoride added to the public water, toothpaste and foods and various toxic additives in some
vaccines.

5. Trillion dollar cell phone systems which deploy pulsed-beam
microwave.

6. WiFi systems which have been installed in many public schools,
restaurants, businesses and homes.

7. Large orbital space platform-based psychotronic generators, powered
by He3 fusion systems, which cover whole major geographical areas.

8. Ground based ELF and Doppler radar systems which has secondary
entrainment functions.

9. Madison Avenue Advertising and inculcated interests in dressing to
conform.

10. Imposed corporate norms for behavior and thought.

11. Various min-altering drugs and mind-altering compounds added to the
food and beverages.

12. MMT and other mind-kontrol additives allegedly added to the gasoline
and diesel fuels including passenger aircraft.

13. Chemtrail spraying in the skies with barium, anno-aluminum, strontium and other toxic chemicals and biological
agents which can be flashed psychotronically to “hive” the American mind.

14. Pre-calculated radiation discharges from numerous nuclear power-plants all over America and the pre-planned
Fukushima disaster. These engineered releases are based on the CIA MK-Ultra Research on how brain function is
modified by radiation injection, and inhalation. This is a very secret, very sinister completely evil combination
eugenics and mind-kontrol programs. Cancer rates in America are now admitted to be one in seven and one in three
in many areas and the rates are climbing everywhere because of these planned releases of radiation across
America and actually the whole World too. This is one of the key eugenics programs by the Satanic Pedophile ritual
child sacrifice human vivisectionists’ Global NWO Evil Agenda for the whole World. VT’s own Bob Nichols, a Project
Censored award winner has done us all a great service disclosing this great evil. This man’s research is impeccable
and worth learning about.

15. The newer technologically-advanced psi-chrotronics as in “Psi-power” (aka psychic or spiritual entrainment
powers). These are spiritual blood spells placed on the American Group Mind through pedophilia, human vivisection,
blood sacrifice, mass-murder of war and programmed mass-murder by injection, Big Medicine and Big Pharma,
despite the also beneficial elements of much of these when used properly and not deployed as mass-eugenics
which they are now being deployed as.
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Madeleine McCann – a 3-year-old who was kidnapped by pedophile
networks

These Psi-power secrets are by far the most deeply guarded secrets and therefore this
discussion must stop here.

They form the basis of the continuing power and hold that the Ruling Establishment Top Policy-Makers have on their
worldwide Hierarchy/Network of Evil. Suffice it to say that these forces of evil and darkness deployed against the
American Group Mind can be stopped cold by raw integrity, honesty, character, mass prayer, love and willingness to
give one’s life for what is right and just.

The interesting and also quite sinister quality of this establishment hierarchy is that the whole USG and all state and
local governments and your police are organized under its authority. This means that one or several top policy-
makers who sit in the head positions of this hierarchy can function as evil dictator kings. They are hidden behind a
wall of secrecy and occult-based secret societies, that hold their vicious pedophile, vivisectionist human sacrifice
rituals hidden from the public.

______________

What this means in practical terms is that some fat
old, near end-of-life, criminally insane psychopath
can make a flippant judgment and order to attack a
nation, start a war, harass or murder a researcher or
whistle-blower and chop up a child after having him
or her kidnapped and pedophiling them.

By the time the order is passed down, nobody at the
bottom ever understands the evil criminally insane
psychopath who ordered it. They just obey in most cases
to keep their job and get promotions. Lately, many have
started to “sandbag”, which is to benignly resist by acting
somewhat stupid or muffing up the ops so that the
innocent whistle-blower target skates free. This is a start
at a good trend.

An obvious indicator this is true is the simple fact that
every single major world crime group always leads to a
secret society based on Luciferianism (Satanism) one
way or another along with pedophilia, child sacrifice and
human vivisection. I wish this incredible evil was not true
— it is almost too must to fathom — but sadly it is a fact.

The entity waging this massive, trillion dollar psychotronic war against the American People is the Ruling
Establishment (aka the Powers That Be or the PTB) and it is all deployed by the Secret Shadow Government
(SSG) on their behalf.

And it is actually being done under the influence and mind-kontrol of Alien ETs who have infiltrated the Ruling
Establishment and hijacked it by occupying and changing the minds of those who comprise the top echelons of the
Ruling Establishment, the several Top Policy Makers.

The psychotronics currently deployed are designed to mind-kontrol, to confuse, to disrupt sleep patterns, to activate
catalytic viruses and bacteria and to keep Americans, sick, coughing or stuffed up, and quite unable to know or
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Tony Blair with his good friend, serial child-molester Jimmy Saville.

understand the huge con job that is being pulled off on them everyday by the Ruling Establishment.

In some weak-minded individuals who were close to losing their souls, it has been used to successfully “snatch their
soul” and transform them into a functional sociopath. If one begins to do evil for personal reward and does so
enough this also results in the loss of their soul.

The Ruling Establishment views the American Masses as “Useless eaters” that must be thinned out by 90%.

It is controlled by only several quite evil, soulless Top
Policy-Makers who run a worldwide network or hierarchy
of evil, based on the coordination of various criminal
groups, pedophilia and human sacrifice. This small
group has set up a hierarchy with various levels of
advancement. An individual can be promoted if he or she
passes the various “tests” put before them.

Are they willing to engage in pedophilia; are they willing
to sell their soul to Lucifer (Satan); are they willing to
murder or deploy murder or mass-murder by creating
wars to depopulate the Earth and make huge war profits
and steal others natural resources? If so they move up.
There is no room in this hierarchy for anyone with a
human soul left inside them and they must become
Satanic sellouts and pedophilic murderers and human
vivisectionists to advance to the top circles of power.

Sophisticated psychotronics have been heavily deployed by the Secret Shadow Government (SSG) since at
least 1990, after at least 35 years of heavy secret experimentation on the American masses as unknowing
subjects.

The ability of microwaves to affect behavior, senses and health was first learned by recognizing the problems that
emerged in a certain percentage military personnel that worked close to radar transmitters. Increased occurrence of
cataracts, increased cancers, behavioral issues, general health deterioration in many.

Early studies showed serious potential dangers of being to close to radar or flying in radar planes on patrol during
the cold war. Various studies were done in secret showed the dangers but it was decided that the true effects within
the brain from the electrical inductions must be kept secret and any microwave damage must be explained as
possible on by the effect of generating too much tissue heat. This was a lie.

It was eventually learned that sound, brain waves, mood and thoughts could be entrained directly in the brain
remotely. It was Patrick Flanagan, a true genius, who invented the means to communicate sound by inducing it
electronically into the auditory center of the brain for the hearing impaired. He invented a way to electronically
induce sound and discernible words and music directly into the brain’s auditory center without going through a non-
functioning inner ear  due to dead hair cells or dead nerves connecting them to the auditory center. This was an
earth shattering, remarkable invention and one that was immediately classified as Top Secret.

Patrick Flanagan was persecuted for his invention, his shop was burned down and he took a low profile and stayed
in the background. Now his story is out and he has explained what was done to him to keep his marvelous invention
suppressed. And it seems certain that it was suppressed so that it could be misused by the SSG.

Later this technology was expanded to activate quasi-magnetic nan0 substances sprayed in the air to be inhaled
and cross the blood brain barrier. They could then be remotely activated by advanced high powered psychotronics to
create a tendency for social conformity and submissiveness to the Establishment and their Controlled Major Mass
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Regimental insignia of the United States Army Chemical Corps

Media false reporting.

Another name for this induced social conformity is deviance suppression by hived behavior like bees who belong to
a hive and are induced to act under the psi-power direction of the Queen Bee.

What are the specific mechanisms of delivery of these advanced, powerful mind-kontrolled psychotronics?

Here is a quick summary and is not all inclusive either because there are numerous psychotronic devices that can
be aimed, placed inside or near one’s home or deployed by parked vehicles or those driving by.

TV, cell phones and cell phone towers, Wi-Fi, Doppler radar, ground based, “placed” systems triangulated in on a
targeted individual or group, satellite systems, drone and aircraft systems, micro-implant activation, use of micro-
implants for satellite tracking, “Prime Freak” identification of every person like an individual fingerprint and satellite or
cell system tracking, catalytic viruses that can be psychotronically activated in some vaccines, food, beverages,
psychotronically resonant nano-contaminants in vaccines that can be flashed during shopping and keyed into facial
recognition systems wired up to the local fusion centers.

Advanced psychotronics already deployed to suppress deviance in mass sporting events, public functions,
and even demonstrations.

They were first tested in a well known national sporting goods chain where they were turned up too high and
numerous managers and staff cracked who have never had any mental health issues before. this has also occurred
in numerous public schools too. These devices are now built into the Wi-Fi of many schools and also the new UN
certified energy efficient lights.

They were deployed in the Iraq war as small dome shaped “poppers” and placed on the tops of buildings. They were
ineffective and typically gave the US Soldiers headaches and nausea. As with most US Defense manufacturing,
advertised capabilities rarely are attained when the usually flawed products are delivered.

___________

Conclusion

In numerous Scandinavian and European nations , scientists have gone public with studies showing the dangers
of microwaves from cell phones systems and Wi-Fi for a certain percentage of the population. It is believed that 3-
6% are so adversely affected by ELF that it is considered toxic to their systems.

Some countries even have sanctuary cities with drastically reduce EMF and disability programs. It is recognized in
some nations now that Wi-Fi should never be used around young children whose brains and central nervous
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systems are in the process of developing. Numerous schools have removed Wi-Fi and are replacing it with the safer,
faster, far superior fiber optic systems.

A great article by VT’s own Jack Heart is one of the best ever published anywhere.

Right now one of the World’s top experts is Barry Trower, EMF communications and weapons expert from the UK.
He is a very good man who has gone public and is trying to stop the deployment of these weapons against the
human race. There are several quite informative videos about Barry Tower’s whistleblowing on www.youtube.com
that are worth watching.

In his now censored and eliminated show Conspiracy Theory by former populist Minnesota Governor Jesse Ventura
produced an informative show entitled “Brain Invaders” which featured technology disclosures by Robert Duncan, a
scientist who worked on such weapons.

Obviously State Rights supposedly guaranteed in the US Constitution can help bust up this Satanic Hierarchy of Evil
by decentralizing authority back to We The People. Here is a good example of the spontaneously emerging
populism which is now beginning to rise up all over America. It can’t happen soon enough.

Stay tuned, because the pace of disclosure is increasing and economic pressures are building. Soon either the
establishment hierarchy cracks, or they institute a major “covering event” such as race war, civil war, massive 9-11-
o1 “inside-job” Gladio-style staged terror attacks, more fake Sandy Hoax or Boston marathon puffer bombings, or a
full-scale nuclear WW3. In future articles, various ways to neutralize Psychotronics will be addressed.

________________
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